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What's this form for?
P Use this form to describe what you've achieved through your project. By your project we mean the activities, services or facilities we are funding, as described in our original offer letter, together with any changes we've agreed with you since then.
O Don't use this form to inform us about changes to your contact, organisation, bank account or project details. We expect you to discuss these changes with us before they happen and submit the relevant forms, which you can get from your funding officer.  
How to fill in this form
§  Make sure you've saved this form to your own computer and are using Adobe Reader version 10.0 or above. 
§  You need to answer all the questions marked with an asterisk*. When you've finished, select Check my form is complete at the bottom of the page. 
§  Send your form to your funding officer.
Reporting period
Date
From
Date
Date isn't valid
To
Date
Date isn't valid
Part one: Looking back
1.1 What progress have you made?*
1.2 What have you learned?*
Part two - Equality information
2.1 How well did you reach everyone who could benefit from your project?*
Part three - Looking ahead
3.1 How prepared are you for the next reporting period?*
Use this traffic light system to help us get a sense of how well prepared you think you are for the challenges ahead. Please be open about sharing any concerns with us. We're more likely to be able to help and support your project to reach a successful conclusion if you let us know about any problems early on. 
GREEN
Everything's on track and you don't expect any problems.
AMBER
A problem may arise but you're confident you can handle it.
RED
A problem is likely to arise that could seriously affect your project.
Your rating
Your ability to deliver your planned project activities.*
Your ability to secure other funding you need for this project.*
Your ability to control project costs.*
Your ability to get or retain the staff or other resources you need for this project.*
Your ability to achieve your project outcomes and indicators.*
Your organisation's ability to remain financially healthy.*
A change to your organisation's legal status or governance.*
External factors, including changes in legislation.*
Your ability to deliver your equalities plans for this project.*
A potential change in the need for the project.*
Part four: Declaration
Check the box to confirm that: 
§  the information in this report is accurate and true and has been approved by the governing body of your organisation
§  the money from BIG has been used exclusively for the project described in your original application, together with any changes you've agreed with us since then
§  there haven't been any significant changes to your project or the governance of your organisation apart from any you've told us about and we've agreed to in writing
§  you've told us about all other sources of funding for your project and you haven't received any duplicate funding for the activities, services or facilities BIG is paying for
§  you have sought to achieve value for money for your project by securing goods and services at reasonable prices
§  your organisation keeps full and proper accounts and records, including invoices and receipts, which show how the money from BIG has been used
§  your organisation has an equal opportunities policy and, if working with children, young people or vulnerable adults, a safeguarding policy; these policies are carried out and regularly reviewed to ensure they adhere to current legislation and regulations.
§  your organisation hasn't disposed of any BIG funded assets without getting permission from us in writing
§  your organisation is following all current statutory requirements and other laws and regulations relating to the project and its work including: adherence to employers' liability insurance; the national minimum wage; the working time directive; health and safety; safeguarding of children, young people and vulnerable adults; data protection and intellectual property rights legislation.
Attachments 
Please attach anything we've asked you to send us as part of our monitoring for this programme.
Please don't attach other files (particularly pictures) as this may affect how long it takes to submit your form. Instead, send anything else you'd like us to see by email or post directly to your funding officer.
You can attach files up to a total of 8MB.
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The employment, induction and training of 6 new workers (3 new / 3 existing posts) and 10 volunteers (inc team building day at Hollowford).Funded First Aid training for workers, volunteers and user groups to safeguard the following project work within HTCCC: 'Keep Fit'; ESOL; Local Madrasa; Neonatal knitters and Tameside African Refuge Association. Hosted an awards evening attended by 100 local women and local MP Angela Raynor (Shadow Secretary of State for Education) to celebrate the launch of our new project, PPP.Established 5 new strategic partnerships with Tameside College; Adult Community Education (ACE);Learning Education and Play (LEAP);  Hyde Community Action (HCA); Workers Education Association (WEA). e.g. we are currently piloting projects with ACE to set women up with email accounts (total 24) and HCA have payed for the Peer Mentor training for 2 project outreach workers and 2 volunteers.We have completed our Capabilities Assessment and have made excellent progress in the implementation of its recommendations. Thanks to capital improvements funding, we have installed new CCTV, new flooring in the main hall, and refurbished 4 offices with WiFi and computers systems. Since project launch we have engaged with a total number of 116 women, of which 75% of these were assessesed 'difficult to reach'We successfully host one ESOL (English as another language) session per week, with an average of 36 weekly attendees (reaching a total number of 76 different women). We have established 'Keep Fit' exercise classes (with ESOL embedded learning) 2x per week, attended by 54 different womenWe are hosting 20 x sessions for 'Life in the UK' (Citizenship Training) to 17 women, 1x per week (proposed on-going project but hosted by new community partnership links WEA, located in Ace Computer Suite)Piloting 'Coaching for Women' and confidence classes 1x per week (21 attendees)Established membership forms to meet Equalities Monitoring / Difficult to Reach criteria 
The main problems we have faced derive from unanticipated success and interest in the project, and therefore the over-demand on resources and staff. Most of our learning is thanks to the recommendations set by our recent Capabilities Assessment (CA) and through communications with HTCCC workers and users. All changes have been addressed with the notion that we want to tackle the problems of over-demand not by turning people away, but by increasing our capacity. - LACK OF CAPACITY FOR WORKERS: i.e. a volunteer treasurer historically managed project finance, but now we want to use an in-house admin worker with increased hours (6 per week) to meet the new influx and improve operational management. We will purchase a financial package /consultant services to facilitate the transition of this handover.- COMPLEXITY OF CHILDCARE DURING SCHOOL HOLIDAYS: i.e. issues hosting sessions with providers who are not able to provide childcare for mixed age ranges. To resolve this issue, workers will operate term-time only, enabling us to increase their hours from 18 to 24. In addition, we will use the CA Fund to provide additional 6 hours per week for project workers (totalling 30 hours per week). Such readjustments will dramatically improve capacity; enabling workers to be more present and deliver services when most needed.- PROBLEM OF BUDGET HEADINGS i.e. being able to differentiate between ‘training’, ‘development’ (and childcare issues). What we propose is merging the separate ‘childcare’ and ‘training’ budget, into a ‘training and development’ budget (that includes childcare). This will make accounting for HTCCC easier and less subjective, giving us greater flexibility to meet the needs of learners, and enable us to better support the development of volunteers- PROBLEMS OF DAY-TO-DAY RESOURCING OF ACTIVITIES: e.g. lack of mats for ‘Keep Fit’, computers, projector for training and a good camera to capture moments for social media. All these issues have been addressed. 
I believe our high turnout and increased demand is testament that we have reached a large amount of people of whom could benefit from our project. This is further evidenced when we compare the targets and timescales set at the start of the project with our current registration numbers. i.e. our original goal was to work with 50 women in entry level learning (within the first 12 months); we have not only met but exceeded this goal by engaging with 116 women (76 attending ESOL) within the first 6 months. With that in mind, we are still aware that there are more people who could benefit from our project, particularly those most ‘difficult to reach’. In order to engage with those most difficult to reach, we will continue to work around the themes of Islamophobia, cultural issues and lack of skills to develop a strong, cohesive and sustainable community. We will address these taboo issues in a sensitive and progressive way with a safeguarding approach following a successful pilot.We have mainly used local assets to make sure those who could benefit from our project knew about it and were comfortable to get involved. Such assets come in the form of highly motivated project workers Hazna and Razia: both women have strong ties with the community, helping to overcome cultural and trust barriers by understanding the complex needs of the area brought about by three generations of poverty; further demonstrating the value of Asset Based Community Development, or as we refer to it as the ‘Grow Our Own’ philosophy.We want to make the project more effective by improving our social media presence and better advertising of local activities (i.e. flyers, banners & posters). We believe this will not only improve our visibility (and therefore participation) within the local community, but will also help us to showcase our project values and achievements to interested parties and potential investors. Such steps therefore address our concern of future sustainability for our project.
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